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Abstract
Current software development methodologies recognize the critical importance of the architec-
tural concerns during the design phase. Software Architecture promises to be the solution for a
number of recurring problems; but to do so, the first task is to be able to obtain a precise description
of a system architecture. In late years, a number of specific architecture description languages (ADLs)
have been proposed in order to achieve the required precision. Most of them have solid formal foun-
dations; among them, several process-algebraic ADLs stand out for their popularity and expressive
power. The algebraic approach to architecture description is probably the most successful in the field.
There is a natural intuition relating the concepts of algebraic process and architectural component;
anyway, none of the existing approaches seems to have found the right balance between them. This arti-
cle explains what is the problem with them, and defines the informal concept of abstract process, trying
to provide a reference for the right level of abstraction. After presenting the concept, the article presents
a dynamic, reflective ADL named PiLar, which has been designed using this notion. The syntax and
semantics of this language are briefly summarized and explained. Finally, the classic example of the Gas
Station is described in terms of PiLar, and then compared to previous presentations in other ADLs.
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1. Introduction
In the last decade, the software engineering community has begun to acknowledge the
importance of an adequate study of the structure of software systems, thus giving shape to
a specific field which has received the name of software architecture. Maybe the relevance
of the topic was unexpected, but the concept of architecture did not appear suddenly either.
More than this, it has evolved silently during the last 30 years. The current form of
this field has been distilled from a long experience in several different aspects of system
development, such as distributed systems, software design or even concurrency theory.
The roots of software architecture are firmly based in pioneering work such as Parnas’
encapsulation, Dijkstra’s layer structure or Hoare’s communicating processes, but at the
same time it has a strong relationship with recent developments such as design patterns,
software product lines and frameworks, component-based development or even aspect
orientation.
Of course software systems have had always an architecture. But in the first years of
software engineering, when development was tailor-made and programming was sequen-
tial, structure was only important for big pieces of software such as databases or operating
systems. The intuition behind such ideas as modular and structured design is actually the
same one, which, 20 years later, would cause the birth of the concept of software architec-
ture. In a world where software has an ever more increasing complexity and size, this has
proved to be a fundamental concern.
Nowadays, there is no proposal dealing with software development which does not pay a
special attention to architectural matters. Probably the best-known example is the Rational
Unified Process [1], but this can apply also to other methodologies such as OPEN [2] or
even OMG’s Model-Driven Architecture. But at the same time, it must be recognized that
there is not any standard method to describe and manage software architectures yet.
With the aim to fill this niche, a plethora of architecture description models and lan-
guages (ADLs) have been proposed during the lifetime of the field. This body of work
is specifically devoted to the study of architecture, and has evolved independently of any
particular software model or methodology. These languages already provide a number of
useful abstractions and notions, such as the concepts of connector and style. Medvidovic
has summarized and systematized those achievements in a well-known article [3].
Several ADLs have valuable insights and capabilities; but there is not still a single one
which could claim the merit of synthesizing all of these advantages in itself, and thus fulfill
the needs of the mainstream development community. There is also a number of open
questions, in which some interesting work has been made, but in which even a preliminary
consensus has not been reached yet. One of them is the way to formally deal with architec-
tural styles, which are recognized as one of the critical issues in the field. However, their
specification has only been considered for a few languages yet: Wright 2, the C2 family or
PADL types, among those related to algebra, and the proposals by Le Métayer, Hirsch or
Fiadeiro et al., among the graph-based ones.
Another is the description of dynamic architectures. Under this name we gather those
architectures in which the structure of the system is not fixed and so it might change. This
covers a wide range of situations, including adaptive and self-healing systems, evolving
configurations, distributed and mobile environments, multi-agent architectures, run-time
reconfigurable systems, or even open systems, perhaps the most complex of them. Most
existing ADLs restrict themselves to deal just with static architectures, those in which even
the number of instances and the connections between them are unable to change. In the
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best case, the “dynamic” part of such a description is limited to specify the behaviour
(interaction) of components. In our opinion, an architecture description would not be com-
plete unless it includes those concerns. If we are designing a specific language to describe
architecture, it should not be limited to cover static aspects: it should be able to manage
changes in this architecture, too. Only such a language will be able to deal with the evolving
structure in current software systems. 3
Though there is not yet a consensus, there is already a significant (and growing) body of
work in this direction, including our own [5,6]. Doing a quick and unavoidably incomplete
summary, we should mention at least the work of authors such as Kramer and co-workers
[7,8]; Luckham and Vera [9]; Medvidovic et al. [10]; Fiadeiro and co-workers [4,11]; Le
Métayer [12]; Hirsch [13,14], or Canal [15]. There are of course several others.
A number of different approaches have been used to tackle the description of software
architecture. None of them has achieved a whole success, nor in terms of popularity neither
from a theoretical point of view: when some proposal has a solid foundation, it is unable
to describe some important concepts; when the language is flexible enough, it lacks the
necessary usability. Of course, different approaches are better for different concerns, so we
could not expect a single language to fulfill all our needs. But even if we consider only the
most basic concerns in architecture, namely structure and interaction, we have a number of
good candidates, but none of them is completely satisfactory.
This is mostly a question of balance. Graph-based approaches are usually good to de-
scribe structure, but many of them fail to provide a good support to describe interaction,
and they often do not scale very well. Event-based approaches [9,10] provide maybe the
most flexible way to describe interaction, but their support for the specification of structure
is limited. Process-based approaches have an excellent support to describe interaction, and
also a good modularity. But they are often perceived as difficult to use. Sometimes this is
not only due to their notation, but also because of the level of abstraction.
Anyway, even a preliminary review of the existing work would show that languages
in the last group––those ADLs designed using the concepts from process algebras––have
obtained some of the best results in the short history of the field. This is probably due to the
strong relationship between the notions in software architecture and concurrency theory,
but also to the compositional nature of algebra, which provides a good scalability.
The group of “process-algebraic” ADLs is the largest and surely the most well-known
approach in the field; the group of graph-based languages is the second, both in size and
popularity. But as we have already told, even the first ones fail to be recognized as a good
solution by mainstream software developers. Our thesis here is that, even considering their
limits, this is indeed the best approach to start with architecture description. We think that
the main problem is that existing proposals have not found an adequate level of abstraction.
In the first part of this article, we will discuss the different proposals dealing with
the marriage between process algebra and architecture description. After examining their
strengths and disadvantages, we present in turn the informal concept of abstract process,
which tries to define the right level of abstraction for algebraic architecture description.
After that, we introduce a recent ADL named PiLar, which makes an extensive use
of this concept and thus serves as an example. This language was specifically created to
deal with dynamic software architecture, while maintaining the algebraic point of view.
3 These two questions are somehow related. As stated by several authors including Wermelinger [4], in the
context of a dynamic ADL a style could be defined as the set of all the possible configurations conforming to a
(dynamic) specification.
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To be able to do so, it is based on the concept of reflection, which makes possible to shift
between different levels of description. PiLar is then an algebraic, reflective ADL. We
briefly discuss the consequences of this approach. The next two sections are then devoted
to summarize the syntax and semantics of PiLar.
In the final part of this article, we use PiLar to describe a classic architecture example,
with the purpose to clarify our proposal and the practical differences with other existing
ADLs. We include also a dynamic variant for it, to provide a first impression of how the
reflective approach really works. After exposing our conclusions, we outline the formal
specification of a part of the semantics in the appendix. This way we try to give the reader
a clear idea of how PiLar hides the actual complexity from the software architect.
2. Process algebras in architecture description
In general, the development and use of formal methods in computer science has been
strictly restricted to a specific community. Though nobody can deny their relevance and
great potential, the fact is that the mainstream often considers them too complex. Probably
the problem is that all of them start at a very basic level and build each system from
the ground up. The average developer tends to feel that their use requires a great amount
of effort just to acquire the basic vocabulary of the system. Things are different when
the domain has been already studied and this vocabulary can be reused; but the general
perception still remains the same.
It is not strange then that the advocates of formal methods look at emerging fields trying
to show the advantages of their approach in each one of them. The case of software archi-
tecture has been particularly enlightening: due to its origin and structure, the domain is
indeed amenable for a formal treatment, and then this approach has had a relative success.
Just like any formal method, software architecture starts with a few basic concepts and
builds a structure by composing them. The apparent initial simplicity acquires soon a great
degree of complexity; then the definition of a precise and unambiguous set of rules for
composition is really a fundamental concern.
The concepts in the field are quite simple: so they are both easy to grasp and manage
from and informal point of view, and to encode into almost any standard formal method.
Architecture deals with very high-level abstractions, and this gives the engineer the impres-
sion of being moving in a known field. Even at the beginning, when the treatment is still
very basic, the feeling is that we are really managing the system’s main blocks. Thus the
uncomfortable sensation of being “rebuilding the system from the start” is completely
avoided. Actually, the conceptual tools and methods are just the same: but the degree of
abstraction seems to be at a higher peak.
So software architecture has been perceived as a great opportunity to effectively intro-
duce formal methods in software development. This has had also a curious consequence:
the initial success of this approach has made some people think that it is the only way to
deal with architecture. That is maybe the reason why this important concern, which has
often been recognized as a critical issue for Software Engineering, lacks still an adequate
treatment in current informal software development methodologies.
Architecture description has been approached by means of diverse theories, and each
one of them is of a different nature. In fact, there is not even a single common concept for
all of them; during the process of writing the IEEE Recommended Practice RP-1471 [16],
the only agreement was related to the implicit or explicit separation of the specification in
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multiple viewpoints or aspects. However, a great majority of the existing proposals does
consider the concept of structure––the structural viewpoint––with particular detail. This
is described as the set of relationships and interactions between the different elements or
components of the architecture. This conceptual setting is then clearly compositional and
modular.
It is easy to understand, then, why algebraic approaches have been so frequently used.
As the nature of algebras is modular too, they define a good starting point to tackle the
description of software architecture. This is also true for a wide range of other propos-
als, including set-theoretical formalisms such as Z or B, partial orders of events, or even
standard predicate logic. But this property, together with their emphasis on the interaction
between closed modules, had made process algebras the most well-known and successful
way to describe architectures.
There is also another important group of proposals, those which have graph theory as
their foundation. They are not as many as algebraic ones, and also they are less popular.
But at the same time, they define a good means to describe the structure of systems, and
in some cases they provide deep insights, which are at the top of the state-of-the-art in the
field.
At first, the graphic approach seems to be the most natural way to describe architecture,
as it provides a powerful intuition. This is indeed the approach used in most informal
and/or semi-formal specifications. Even algebraic proposals have usually a graphic coun-
terpart. But there are also some drawbacks: a graphic description uses to be incomplete,
specially regarding interaction, and they often do not scale well. When the size grows,
pictures must be substituted by an equivalent textual notation; and the original intuition is
then lost. That is probably the reason why many graphic proposals lack a deep theoretical
foundation.
But there are three notorious exceptions: all of them are based in the notion of graph
grammars. The original idea was introduced by Le Métayer [12]; it has been later extended
and modified by Hirsch et al. [13,14,17] and Fiadeiro and co-workers [4,11], respectively,
where each group follows a different path. The former builds on the concept of hyper-
graphs, and introduces evolution by means of hyperedge replacement (HR), while the latter
uses category theory to emphasize the composability of graph grammars.
Both of them are interesting, but very complex. The first approach explores two paths to
introduce reconfiguration, either synchronized HR systems, which recover name-passing
in a spirit similar to that of the π-calculus [14], or by reconfiguring non-synchronized HR
systems, using a typed λ-calculus syntax and possibly also Bruni’s tile logic [17]. The
second approach uses context-dependent graph grammars guided by category theory, in
which a connector is defined as the categorical pushout for a UNITY-based description
of ports, and the notion of superimposition is used to introduce evolution. Their syntax
to specify interaction has also a strong process-algebraic flavour. We must conclude that
both these “graphic” proposals are not only very complex, but they are also influenced by
process algebras.
Anyway, in the remainder of this article we will ignore them, to specifically focus in
process-algebraic proposals for architecture description. We should note that a complete
survey could also include other non-strictly algebraic, but related proposals, such as Aesop
or Rapide [9]. But here our actual concern is to study the several different ways to combine
the notions from Software Architecture and Process Algebras, so we will concentrate in the
four mosT significant approaches. These are exemplified by another four algebraic ADLs,
namely Wright [18], PADL [19], LEDA [15] and Darwin [7].
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2.1. The approach of Wright
Wright was the first––and maybe the most important––language to introduce the per-
spective of a “process-algebraic ADL”. More than this, it serves as the basic reference for
this paradigm: the rest of the proposals––including ours––have evolved from Wright, and
thus the comparison with it is unavoidable and particularly interesting.
The basic (structural) syntax of Wright is at the architectural level, while the seman-
tics are expressed in a dialect of CSP, and then they are at the process-algebraic level.
But this does not mean we have a rigid separation: the behaviour of ports, components
and connectors is directly expressed within the language using the same CSP syntax, so a
correspondence between concepts of those levels is required both from the semantic and
syntactic point of view.
As it is widely known, Wright basic construct is the component, which presents an inter-
face segmented in ports. Components interact by means of connectors, whose interface is
also segmented in roles. Those elements are combined using bindings or attachments, and
the whole composite defines a configuration. If this configuration exports also an inter-
face, it acts as a composite component at a higher level: this way an explicit composition
hierarchy is defined.
In the semantics, all those elements are implemented as CSP processes. So, a port is a
process, explicitly defined during the component declaration. This process manages one or
more communication channels––free names––, which can be used from outside or from
inside the component. A component consists of the parallel composition of all those port-
processes. But, as they are not related initially, the definition of an additional process using
the internal names, known as the computation, must be provided.
We could expect a connector’s definition to be similar, but that is not the case. Roles are
indeed equal to ports, and they also composed to create the connector. An additional medi-
ator process, known as the glue, is also required. But, the relationship between roles and
their glue is exactly the opposite to that existing between ports and the computation. Even
worse, the software architect is the one who has to remember this, as he is the responsible
to provide both definitions.
Attachments are perhaps the notion which the mainstream software developer finds the
most difficult to understand, in spite of their simplicity. Connectors are understood as ele-
ments defined to provide components with a means to interact. But then attachments appear
as elements defined in turn to make possible for components to interact with connectors.
This seems to be a redundant level of indirection, in which attachments are conceived as
yet another mediator. But this is not the case. Actually, the set of attachments defines just a
mapping between ports and roles, the same way this could be done by interface matching
in any parameter-passing protocol. So maybe the problem is just that the usual graphic
depiction is deceiving.
Anyway, this notion is semantically required to make communication possible, by estab-
lishing a common vocabulary within the attachment, pairing external names of the involved
port and role. To do so, processes are combined by means of CSP parallel composition,
also known as conjunction in CCS-like algebras. The rest of the concepts in Wright are
given by the composition of all these elements, making use of the modular nature of the
algebra.
The final impression is that the whole setting is more complex than it needs to be. After
all, Wright is just providing the basic skeleton of a CSP specification. Everything must be
defined by the architect using manually the process algebra itself: from the protocol in any
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port or role, to the behaviour in each computation. This approach has of course a great
expressive power and flexibility, but it has also some drawbacks. It is natural to question if
Wright is really necessary at all: looking at the final result, a set of CSP formulae, one could
suggest that to describe the architecture using directly the algebra would require a similar
effort. Actually, that is not true. Allen himself has stated [18] that the greatest interest of
Wright is that it provides the standard set of architectural abstractions, building the layout
where formal descriptions must be written, and so it is easier to conceive and use.
But at the same time, the description is more complex than it would have been with
a direct specification. Consider the canonical two-tier client–server system: it is easy to
describe it in any algebra using just two processes connected by means of one or two
channels. The same description in Wright requires two components, two ports, one con-
nector, two roles and two attachments. So the architect must define seven processes using
a minimum of eight channels.
Probably the problem with Wright is that it tries to directly combine high-level architec-
ture concepts and low-level algebraic notions, not finding the right balance. This should not
be understood as a sterile critic to the language which introduced the paradigm of algebraic
ADLs; after all, the purpose of most of subsequent work in the field has been to overcome
the perceived drawbacks of Wright.
2.2. The approach of PADL
Process algebras were designed from the start with the purpose to be directly used to
write system specifications. This means that the role of algebra in architecture description
does not need to be restricted to semantics. It has even been suggested that a softened
notion of process, once deprived of algebraic connotations, could be intuitive enough to be
used as the basis for architectural modelling. This is maybe an exaggeration: the concept
is actually easy to grasp, but probably it is still too primitive to be directly applied at such
a high description level. Besides, known architecture concepts have demonstrated to be
useful, and so they should not be so easily demised, as they really simplify the conception
of a system structure.
But the suggestion is still interesting. That is because there is indeed a notorious similar-
ity in the intuition behind the concepts of algebraic process and architectural component.
Both of them are computational entities of variable size, defining an interface which is
divided in several interaction points––ports or channels––, such that they are able to com-
municate with similar entities, and also to compose with them, then creating more complex
constructs of a similar nature. As we have seen, Wright has been built upon this resem-
blance; but there is an even closer correspondence: a direct, one-to-one analogy between
algebraic and architectural notions.
The latter approach is the simplest possible, and has been chosen as the foundation for
the design of PADL [19]. Here, the analogy is not only recovered, but also made explicit.
Then, architectural elements (components) are defined as processes, using channels which
are declared as input or output interactions. Topology is given by a set of attachments
pairing those interactions, which simply translates, at the semantic level, to a name sub-
stitution. There are no explicit connectors; or better, the language does not distinguish
between components and connectors, managing both of them as elements.
This work has the merit of being supported by a detailed theoretical study, something
that did not happen in Wright. For example, PADL defines process equivalence using
weak bisimulation, and architectural mismatch is detected as deadlock freedom. Besides,
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it solves the basic problem in Wright, that is, the excessive overhead on the number of
required processes. Here the ADL and the algebra use almost the same level of abstraction,
and thus the correspondence between them is much more efficient.
With regard to simplicity and efficiency, that is good. But it is also the greatest drawback
of this approach. Consider that a PADL description is written just to be immediately trans-
formed into a (very similar) specification in the algebra PA. This translation is later used as
the input to a complete algebraic toolset, able to check the properties of the architecture,
which in last versions include even performance evaluations. 4 All of this is also used to
define a new approach to the notion of style, using the intermediate idea of architectural
types and the concept of bisimulation. But at the same time, the similarity between PADL
syntax and its PA semantics may be seen as a problem.
There is nothing really wrong with the PADL approach; it has provided clear and correct
descriptions of the examples, in which just the value-passing capability may be missed
sometimes. Our only concern is the abstraction level. The syntax and semantics are so
close than the former is basically a template to write specifications in the process algebra.
This template serves its purpose quite well: for the non-specialist, a PADL description is
easier to read and write than the plain algebraic specification, as it uses attachments to
hide every parallel composition and renaming. But it is still basically this, a pure algebraic
specification. The architect is not really writing an architecture description, but building
a slightly lightened formal model. In some sense, he is not taking advantage of the basic
architectural notions, as the language simply consider them as equivalent to the relevant
algebraic concepts.
This approach is elegant and powerful; we think it is also too basic. We think that, from
a modelling perspective, it could be better if it was situated at a higher abstraction level.
2.3. The approach of LEDA
The design of LEDA has also evolved from Wright, but perhaps in the opposite direction.
Instead of lowering the abstraction level of the ADL so it gets closer to the algebra, Canal
et al. [15] use quite a different strategy. They also revisit and simplify the original concep-
tion, but here they use a different, more powerful process algebra as the basic foundation:
the π-calculus [21].
This change brought greater consequences than one could expect at first. For instance,
Canal was not explicitly trying to raise the abstraction level of the language. But the nature
of the π-calculus, with its inner simplicity and characteristic features, make it more suitable
to be combined with architecture-level notions. After all, the π-calculus has been used to
directly model concurrent objects, and has the curious––and fundamental––property of
being equivalent to its own higher-order version. So it should not be surprising to find out
that it achieves a better conceptual balance than CSP does.
Another consequence of the new underlying calculus is the fact that LEDA does not
make an explicit use of connectors. This is perhaps the most important conceptual dif-
4 Work in PADL has been recently superseded somehow by Bernardo’s own work in Æmilia [20]. The latter
is yet another algebraic ADL, which has been created by combining PADL and the stochastic process algebra
EMPAgr , and which is intended to do performance evaluation of architectures. The approach is totally original
and very interesting on its own. However, in terms of architectural syntax and abstraction level, PADL and Æmilia
are identical. So we can safely consider the latter included in the above discussion about abstraction, with PADL
as its representative.
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ference between it and Wright. We agree with Medvidovic [3] when he argues that any
language which intends to be considered an ADL must define some kind of connection
abstraction. But of course LEDA does not lack this abstraction, just the specific notion of
connector.
The role of connectors in LEDA is acquired by attachments themselves. This is almost
unavoidable, in the end: the standard interaction scheme, in a name-passing algebra such
as the π-calculus, is not the sending of messages, but the transmission of (communication)
channels. These π-names are mobile and have their own behaviour. As attachments are
implemented using those channels, they play quite a different role than in other ADLs.
In a sense, they define an intermediate abstraction between connectors and bindings. At
first, they are just attachments: like in any other language, they just provide a mapping
between channels in different components. But here this does not mean renaming, but
name abstraction. Roles in LEDA are parameterized π-processes; when they are attached,
these parameters represent shared channels. In Wright, those channels would be used to
exchange data; in LEDA, they can also be used to exchange channels themselves. The inter-
action pattern could get as complex as we need. In the simplest case, a static attachment is
at least a two-way private connector. After that, things can get much more complicated.
It is easy to see why the insertion of a connector to mediate between components is
unadequate in this case. The most usual interaction pattern in the π-calculus consists of
sending a fresh channel first, and then use it to privately exchange data. If we had some kind
of mediator, it would just take part in the first step: it would get the private channel from
the sender process and then forward it to the receiver. Once they are directly connected,
further interaction will be private, and the connector would be simply avoided.
LEDA enforces this idea by defining several kinds of attachments, including static,
reconfigurable and multiple attachments. It also provides special in-line adaptors, so that
even conflicting protocols may be able to interact. But it does not provide connectors. Like
in other languages, we could use a component––a process––to emulate a connector; but
normally our attachments will suffice. Those “connector-like” components are not usually
required.
In summary, the abstraction level is risen: a low-level channel in π-calculus is also a
high-level binding in the architecture. That is why we said this is the opposite approach to
PADL: there, the level of the language is lowered to get closer to the algebra; here, the level
of the language has shifted up to approach that of the architecture.
There are two disadvantages in the use of the π-calculus as a language for direct speci-
fication. The first one is that it makes possible an unconscious use of mobility; the second
one is the fact that π-processes adopt easily a continuation-passing style. Regarding the
former, we should remember that any interaction in the π-calculus, except pure synchro-
nization, implies a name-passing, that is, the sending of a channel. Under certain condi-
tions, this could cause a scope extrusion: a private name gets known outside its natural
scope. This is the way we are able to alter the system’s topology by using the π-calculus.
When this is done on purpose, it is indeed a powerful means to describe and control the
system’s configuration.
But the problem with LEDA is that we are able to use the full π-calculus in each role
specification. So we could inadvertently cause a scope extrusion such that the topology is
unconsciously altered. Once we have lost the track of name-passing, the structure of the
system gets unknown; the consequences in further interactions may be unpredictable. In
summary, we could lose control, and even the reference to the configuration’s topology, in
a language specifically designed to describe it. This is of course undesirable.
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The second problem is more complex. In summary, it has to do with the way the π-
calculus encodes a function. It simply adds a return channel as part of an input, and
the output of the encoding process is sent later through this channel. Davide Sangiorgi
was the first to note that this interaction scheme is analogous to the continuation-passing
style of the λ-calculus. In this style, every function receives a continuation parameter, and
when it finishes, it invokes this continuation, using its own result as an argument. So
the normal way to use functions is completely reversed. This style, though elegant and
powerful, is usually restricted to semantics. The pattern of interaction it describes is prob-
ably quite strange from the architect’s point of view, who normally tends to consider it as
counterintuitive.
The π-calculus is no doubt one of the most expressive available formal languages, yet
it has also a simple structure. But probably it is more difficult to use––for the average
software architect, often a layman in formal methods––than any other process algebra.
Languages such as CCS or CSP can be easily understood by any software developer as
notations for message-passing mechanisms; the same person would be usually confused
by π-calculus interaction schemes. From our point of view, LEDA is indeed near to the
right abstraction level; but it requires the software architect to use and understand the
unusual name-passing communication mechanism. The consequence is that the language
tends to be less intuitive; and this intuition was just the reason which justified the algebraic
approach.
Thus our opinion is that, while π-calculus is well suited to be used at the semantic level,
there are still better options at the syntactic level.
2.4. The approaches in Darwin
There are two different approaches related to the Darwin language and process algebras.
The original one 5 refers to the use of a process algebra to provide the semantics of the
language [7]. The second one is more recent and has to do with the use of a (different)
process algebra to specify the behaviour of the components [8]. We will focus mainly on
the first, as the second is closer to the proposals we have already examined.
In the original approach, Darwin is considered an algebraic ADL just because the seman-
tics are specified using a process algebra, in this case the π-calculus. But, this is not shown
in the syntax, because it has an origin in the programming field: in fact, Darwin has also
been described as a coordination, configuration or concurrent object-oriented language.
The strategy is then completely different: though any element of the language has an equiv-
alent π-calculus expression, once it has been defined it can be used as an atomic notion.
Components, and particularly portals––Darwin’s equivalent for ports––have a predefined
behaviour, which is clearly inspired in the standard procedure-call protocol. The architect
does not need to describe the protocol––and he cannot either.
The specification is then obviously at a higher level; the distance with the process-based
semantics is also larger. The architectural description is maybe easier, but the language
5 The history of Darwin is quite complicated, and we are simplifying. We should note here that this “original”
Darwin is actually the version known as Darwin 2 (δarwin), in which the syntax was reviewed by Naranker
Dulay and Jeff Magee from the original, while the semantics were formally specified in the π -calculus by Susan
Eisenbach. The other version we talk about evolved from this, and uses a perhaps simpler syntax, together with a
specification of behaviour using the FSP formalism. It was mainly developed by Dimitra Giannakopoulou as part
of the TRACTA toolset. These two versions correspond roughly to the so-called “service view” and “behavioural
view” from [8], respectively.
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lacks some flexibility, especially regarding interaction. For example, while Wright ports
must be explicitly provided by the architect as a process, Darwin portals are simply ele-
ments of the language, semantically defined by a π-calculus process which is completely
hidden from the designer, and varies whereas the portal is providing or requiring services.
Syntactically they are just interaction points. While this does not make them less expres-
sive, as they are still able to show a very complex behaviour, this does make them less
versatile, with only two patterns for interaction.
Designers of Darwin have also recognized this fact and have proposed a totally different
way to use the language, using an orthogonal behavioural view [8]. This is the second
approach we referred to before. Here, the Darwin description is complemented with a pure
algebraic description using a finite-state process algebra named FSP, which is quite similar
to a disminished ACP. The abstraction level seems at first quite adequate. Each component
is represented by a process, and each portal by a channel. Messages are moving through the
architecture itself, and while the approach is at least as efficient as that of PADL, concepts
are situated at a higher level of description.
But when the specification gets complicated, this impression changes. It looks like the
behavioural view is not actually a part of an architecture description, but a completely
separated definition. It is just like any other non-architectural formal specification, and
Darwin just provides a template for the resulting FSP model. 6 Sometimes that is not even
the PADL approach, rather the opposite. Instead of having a process describing the behav-
iour of an architectural component, it could seem that some primitive components are
included just to introduce the corresponding processes. What we are providing is actually
a formal specification slightly disguised. Now Darwin is just describing the structure of
this specification, not necessarily an architecture.
Moreover, we could even say that both versions of Darwin are in fact two different
languages, which just happen to share some syntax. The semantics of the initial version
were supported by a name-passing, infinite-state process algebra (the π-calculus), though
the translation introduced severe constraints. However, the semantics for the most recent
version are limited to the capabilities of a finite-state process algebra (FSP), which lacks
even explicit communication actions, 7 and must emulate almost any complex structure by
using arrays of names, implicit parameterization, and relabelling.
Darwin semantics were initially described using the π-calculus, so it is natural to ques-
tion why do not we use the same algebra to describe the behaviour of Darwin components,
instead of switching to FSP. The reason for that change is verification. Even when the
π-calculus has a clean and compact syntax, and a great expressive power, it is not very
6 Indeed, a Darwin structure is translated just as a parallel composition (merge) between the FSP processes
specifying the behaviour for the components in every composite, while using the bindings to define the necessary
relabelling. It would be unfair if we did not note here that this is also true for some other ADLs; but the problem is
that here the abstraction level has been severely lowered. The contrast is stronger when compared to the original
“service-oriented” Darwin.
7 Though FSP is not exactly a process algebra in the ACP tradition, the way it defines communication is
quite similar. Processes are described as a sequence of prefix actions [8] separated by a -> operator. To the
“standard” software architect these could be easily understood as sequences of events. This simple algebra does
not distinguish between pure parallel composition and simple communication merge (as ACP does), nor between
input and output actions (like CSP or CCS). The reason for that is simplicity, and at first it is not really a bad idea.
Indeed, the algebra is almost identical to the one in PADL, even in the role of the choice operator. However, there
is another difference, which in our opinion is quite important. While attachments in PADL are directed, bindings
in Darwin are not; so the sign of FSP actions is unknown. That is not important to the formal translation, but the
architectural description is maybe more difficult to read, so we lose some usability.
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amenable for automatic analysis, due to its infinite-state nature. On the other hand, FSP
provides a much better foundation for finite-state, incremental model checking, which has
made possible to develop the TRACTA toolset for architectural analysis. But this argument
applies both ways, as we will see in Section 6.2.
Anyway, the approach in Darwin’s behavioural view is almost identical to that of PADL,
though the properties of the formal languages they apply may vary slightly. So they are
both included in the same group of ADLs, the one we have dealt with in Section 2.2: those
languages in which syntax and semantics are both algebraic and have a close relationship,
so that they roughly share the same abstraction level. PADL was chosen to represent this
group, as it has a more detailed theoretical treatment.
On the other hand, in this section we are describing the group of ADLs which does not
exploit the process-component analogy in the syntax, but just in the semantics. Syntactic
terms are defined using purely architectural notions, while the semantics are described
by means of processes. There is then a significant abstraction step between them. The
group would be larger if we also include non-algebraic ADLs with a similar approach, like
Unicon, CL or C2 SADEL [10]; formal semantics for the latter two have been specified
using Z. We have chosen the original Darwin as the representative of this class, and it
is probably the most popular of them, too. It is also interesting to compare it with other
languages based in the π-calculus, like LEDA itself.
Darwin is one of the most interesting and expressive dynamic ADLs ever designed, and
has a long history full of merits. But as it does not use an algebraic syntax, it does not help
us to identify the right abstraction for the process analogy. It does provide an intriguing
idea, however: in isolation, pure architectural notions seem to be clearly situated at a higher
level than processes. So perhaps we should expect a significant shift of abstraction between
syntax and semantics in our final solution.
3. The abstract process approach
As we have already explained, there is a direct analogy between software architecture
and process algebra concepts. But no existing proposal in architecture description has been
able to make the most of it, as every one of them fails to find the balance between the
different levels of abstraction. The closest correspondence between process-algebraic and
architecture notions is no doubt the one given in the context of PADL. Here, the pairing
of concepts is almost ideal: so every component is a process, every port is a channel, and
every attachment is given by renaming and parallel composition.
But this approach fails to succeed too, because it is situated at a very low-level. The
problem is that it assumes a close correlation between a process-like syntax for a compo-
nent and the corresponding semantics, which are in turn based in process algebras. We will
see that this is not really necessary.
We have just said that the notion of process is too basic to be directly used for architec-
ture description. But the idea continues to be suggestive. Under the most basic mapping, a
component is equivalent to a process, and a connection to a channel. It is natural to wonder
if we could even avoid the use of any domain-specific ADL and describe the architecture
by directly using a standard algebra. But the notion of process is too low-level, and soon
the specification gets more complex. The direct, one-to-one analogy is actually deceiving:
it should be used with special caution. Otherwise, the specification for behaviour would
probably inadequate, and soon it would not work as expected.
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Fig. 1. Naïve “Architectural” sample process.
The problem is that a process algebra is not an ADL: they do not share the same abstrac-
tion level, and we should not confuse an architecture description and a formal model for
the corresponding system.
To support our claim, in Fig. 1 we provide an example of what could be such an archi-
tecture-like specification, directly written in a process algebra, by using the commented
analogy. It has been written in the π-calculus, but except for the creation of names within
the process System, it may well be any other algebra in the CCS family. The specification
is thus totally naïve. In includes a design error on purpose, to show the kind of mistakes
that could be made by using this approach.
The specification tries to be natural and intends to capture what could be the logical way
of thinking of a software architect with no previous experience in formal methods. He has
understood architectural concepts and their “ideal” mapping to processes: but in writing
a direct formal specification for the architecture, he makes an archetypical mistake. Our
purpose is to show that this approach is error-prone, and to suggest that the reason for this
is that the abstraction level is not the same.
The naïve specification describes the “architecture” of a Sender and Receiver system,
composed by a pair of components––processes––interacting by means of a bidirectional
connector, which is another process. It could not be more simple: process Sender simply
sends a message x through a port (a channel) and then evolves as Sndr1, while Receiver
waits to receive such a message y through its own port and then evolves to Rcvr1. The
connector Conn manages two roles (channels), which have exactly the same behaviour
and can react in parallel. Whenever a message is received in any one of these roles, the
connector simply sends this message out through the other one, and returns to the original
state. Of course the connector does not need to be bidirectional: the interaction flow has
a clear and defined direction. But here we are supposing that we are simply using a stan-
dard connector. 8 Finally, the configuration process System just joins these three elements,
providing the required channels as direct attachments between them.
The specification seems to be quite correct; but a detailed inspection shows it is in fact
wrong. As it is, the system is non-deterministic and has an unexpected behaviour. The
problem is located in the connector: it receives the message from the Sender in p1 and
resents it out through p2; but nothing ensures that the Receiver does receive the message,
even when it is attached to p2. The problem is that the connector itself could capture its
own output, detecting it at the other thread as an input in p2. Then, it could happen that
8 Of course using a one-way connector would not cause the same problems we will see later. But our example
needs a two-way connector; we have only one interaction just for the sake of brevity. If we had an additional
Sender-Receiver pair in the opposite direction, the interaction would flow both ways, but even then the connector
would be non-deterministic and fail anyway.
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the connector returns the message to the original sender or, even worse, that it enters into a
potentially infinite loop trying to decide what to do with the message, as there is always a
concurrent access to both channels.
This problem could be avoided if the behaviours of “ports” in the Conn process were
composed by using a choice constructor, instead of a parallel composition, which is quite
error-prone. But this was made on purpose, to emulate the way in which ADLs such as
Wright or LEDA provide an independent process to express the behaviour of each port.
Also, we find this specific mistake to be quite natural, particularly in those algebras which
lack a choice constructor, such as the “mini π-calculus”.
There is only a mistake, then, and it is caused by a naïve use of the process algebra; but
it is quite natural. In fact, existing examples [8,22] of algebraic architectural description
usually make this particular kind of mistake, just to later detect it semi-automatically. Thus,
the purpose of this example is just to show that, though it is easy to conceive a natural
mapping between process and architecture domains, this mapping is quite deceiving, and
would probably cause the architect to make some recurring mistakes––most of them related
to non-deterministic choices in connector protocols.
But, those mistakes can be easily avoided if the framework makes a real use of the
architectural abstraction by providing some basic semantics capable to manage those kind
of conflicts––leaving still open, of course, the possibility of changing those policies, and
thus not constraining the modelling facilities at the architect’s hand.
In spite of the noted drawbacks, we still believe that the mapping between architecture
and algebra is the right way to tackle this problem. It is already the most fruitful and
successful approach in existing work about software architecture. The conceptual simi-
larity between both fields is not casual and should be exploited: thinking of components
as processes and ports as channels is quite natural. Our proposal is just to continue us-
ing this mapping, but after raising the abstraction level to avoid such non-deterministic
conflicts.
The real problem with the naïve specification was the fact that it used the same chan-
nel for input and output. An experienced algebraic programmer would never make such
mistake, as usual practice in process algebra is to explicitly distinguish between input and
output channels. But of course a component’s port can be used either for input or output,
so here we have a clear difference. The supposedly “ideal” mapping from ports to channels
was not really logical: a port should map to at least two channels.
So the naïve use of the analogy is wrong, even when the analogy itself is attractive
still. The key to solution here is to distinguish between syntactic and semantic aspects.
So, semantically we try to have a formal specification of architectural notions as algebraic
processes: as we have seen, here a direct mapping is not interesting. But syntactically we
can still make the most of the analogy, as it has proven to be intuitive. The notion of
process can be used, then, as a basis to define the syntax of the architectural language,
but this syntax needs not to map directly to the semantics, even when both of them use
the same foundation. This idea is summarized in the notion of abstract process, which is
defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Abstract process). An element whose description is syntactically
similar to an (algebraic) process, applying constructs and primitives analogous to those
of process algebras; but which is semantically equivalent to an (architectural) compo-
nent, just using and relating to entities and notions situated at the architecture abstraction
level.
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The definition is of course informal. It could not be otherwise, given that both the
notions of process and component are rather vague themselves. 9 There is not a single
definition for component: here the term refers roughly to a strongly encapsulated unit
of composition, corresponding to a significant subsystem in the architecture, in which
the key abstraction is given by interface definition. Behaviour of a component will be
implemented by using several (possibly many) processes: but we want to describe it as just
one, “high-level” process.
In short: an abstract process is an element which is a semantic component and a syn-
tactic process. Behaviour is described using a language similar to a process algebra, but in
which basic elements are really architectural notions, like connections or ports. For exam-
ple, ports are similar to channels, but their internal semantics guarantee that unexpected,
non-deterministic or race situations would not happen.
Wright introduced the basic component-process analogy, but failed to provide a good
balance between both concepts, so their descriptions added a lot of overhead. PADL
removes all of this overhead to provide a clean and compact specification, but the abstrac-
tion level is lowered so that we do not take advantage of architectural notions. LEDA raises
the abstraction level while maintaining the direct analogy; but it does by using a specific
process algebra, so flexible that it could even break the analogy itself. Meanwhile, seman-
tics of the original Darwin are supported by the differences in the level of abstraction, but
the syntax does not exploit the analogy. Finally, the abstract process concept resumes all
these approaches: the analogy is recovered; the syntax is similar to that of PADL or LEDA,
but using a higher level of abstraction while at the same time constraining the language;
and the semantics are based on an abstraction shift, similar to that of Darwin.
In summary, the component-process analogy is used to define the syntax, but a non-
literal translation provide a better support for semantics.
4. PiLar: an algebraic, reflective ADL
In the next two sections we introduce and briefly summarize the syntax and semantics of
a recently designed ADL named PiLar, which is based on our abstract process approach.
We introduce the language to provide an impression of what kind of specification can
be obtained by using it. Of course some other issues have been also considered during
the language’s design. Though we will try to make a more or less complete account of
these, we will not focus on any of them here. The emphasis will be put specifically in the
abstraction level.
PiLar is an algebraic ADL, which provides these basic architectural abstractions:
components, ports and connections or bindings. It does not define connectors, thus sim-
plifying the interaction between components; but it has also several ways to recover the
expressive power of original connectors.
PiLar was designed as a dynamic ADL; for this reason it was also defined as a reflec-
tive language. This is a complex subject and has a lot of consequences. We are not going
9 Of course we can precisely define what is a process within a process algebra; we could equally define a
component from within a concrete ADL. But what we need here is a language-independent definition, and that is
anything but trivial. Though we may share an informal notion of process in Operating Systems and Theoretical
Computer Science, it does not happen the same with the concept of component.
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to specifically deal with this in the remainder of the paper; but it is essential to understand
the basics of the language, so in the following we will provide an overall perspective.
4.1. About the reflective approach
There are always at least two driving forces in the design of any ADL: the basic notion it
is founded on, and the intended abstraction level of its descriptions. For instance, the basic
notion in Wright was the use of CSP in this context, while the abstraction was located at an
intermediate level. On the other hand, LEDA was intended to manage a similar abstraction,
but using the π-calculus as the underlying formalism. In PiLar, the abstraction level is
given by the already exposed abstract process approach; of course, it also maintains the
paradigm of algebraic architecture description. But in this case, the motivating idea is that
of a reflective ADL.
Reflection is defined as the capability of a system to reason and act upon itself [23].
It provides a computational system with self-observation (introspection) and self-control
(intercession). The origin of the concept has its roots in Artificial Intelligence and Pro-
gramming; it was introduced in architecture description with the purpose to provide an
ADL with dynamic capabilities.
The basic idea is that when an architecture is able to control and modify itself, it is
obviously dynamic. Using then reflection as a structural concept, we can identify the parts
which carry out normal operation, and the parts which reflect upon these, thus providing
the architecture with self-control and dynamism. Dynamic ADLs often define “special”
components or notions; this is unnecessary here, as they can be simulated by means of
reflection.
Reflection makes possible for an ADL to deal with dynamic concerns using just the
language constructs designed for interaction. To do so, it divides a specification in layers
(meta-layers). Initially, there are only two of them: the part which is controlled, known
as the base level, and the part which controls, known as the meta-level. There is a causal
connection between them, which in PiLar syntax and semantics appears as a special
relationship between components in different levels, known as reification. 10
So each level is composed of components; a base-level component is known as an ava-
tar, and is reified by (related to) one or more meta-components in the meta-level. Of course
a meta-component can be reified itself, hence defining another layer, a meta–meta level.
This can be repeated once and again, thus creating a layered structure which is known as
the reflective tower.
This structure provides a wide range of abstractions. For example, we can consider
types as meta-components managing their own instances; this idea has been often used,
and PiLar provides it also, in the form of reified types. We said also that the language
does not define connectors, only basic connections. But, connections can be typed and then
they can also be reified: this way they can acquire a complex behaviour, recovering all the
power of original connectors. So we say that PiLar has meta-level connectors.
A complete explanation of the reflective approach to Software Architecture would merit
a paper on its own; we have provided a short introduction justifying the approach in [24].
10 In PiLar, reflection is the name of the abstraction, and reification is the name of the connection which
express this abstraction. Traditionally, reification is also the shift up, from base to meta, and then reflection is the
shift down.
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Fig. 2. Reflection-based description of a logged multiplier.
Fig. 3. Schema of a component declaration in PiLar.
4.2. Example: a logged multiplier using reflection
The specification in Fig. 2 provides the definition of three component types, such that
one of them includes a “reflected” component instance. This is not, of course, a complete
architecture. It does not even make much sense as such. But it will serve us to explain
how reflection––in this case, just introspection––can be used in the context of PiLar, and
hopefully this would help in understanding the role of this relationship within the language.
The syntax in this specification corresponds to the template in Fig. 3, and it also uses
some of the interaction part of the language described in Section 5.2, but it should be
quite easy to read anyway. It starts with a simple definition: a Multiplier component. This is
intended mostly as a dummy component which we introduce to be reified later, so it has a
very basic behaviour: it reads any value 11 which is received in the port A, and outputs the
double of this value through the port B.
The next one, Logger, is intended as a meta-component: the purpose is to use it to reify
some other component. It defines a monitor process: it watches over the port A of the
avatar, that is, the reified component. PiLar defines a privileged (grey-box) access to
reified components by using the keyword avatar. Each time it detects an input on A, it is
logged: this is, a copy of the value is sent through its own port C. So we are using the meta-
component to observe the interactions in the reified component. This is just introspection:
as we use a non-consuming reception (that is what \when means), behaviour of the avatar
11 This is repeated (\rep) each time an input is received in A. This construct is analogous to the replication
construct in the π -calculus.
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is left unaffected. The only requirement for this to work is that this avatar must have a port
of name A.
Reification itself is defined in the LoggedMultiplier composite component. The meaning
should be obvious: a component instance mul of type Multiplier is declared and then reified
as an avatar of a meta-component Logger, which is itself a type. Remember that in our
reflective approach, archtypes are also meta-components in the meta level. The behaviour
defined for this type is then reflected in the avatar. So now, each time mul receives an input
on A, it not only outputs the double through B, but also logs a copy in C.
The LoggedMultiplier composite would be of course not useful unless it exports the
ports A, B and C, and bind them to some other components; but this would not affect the
reflective structure, which has been outlined in the above.
5. A brief summary of PiLar syntax
There are two different concerns in any dynamic ADL: the description of the static
structure and the characterization of patterns of evolution. Hence, to provide this separation
of concerns, PiLar syntax itself is divided in two parts: a Structural fragment, which
describes the static skeleton of systems, and a Dynamic fragment, which provides a way
to define the rules which make it change. Both syntaxes are compatible; when common
concepts appear, they use the same term. In summary, a component definition consists of a
mandatory structural part, and an optional dynamic part.
5.1. Structural concerns
In PiLar there is really just one kind of element: the component, defined as a basic
compositional unit, encapsulated and defined by one or more segmented interfaces, and
inserted into a configuration as one or several instances. So this defines a type, and so we
will also refer to it as an archtype. 12 It may be either primitive or composite.
In the first case, just the interface is described, as it is meant to refer to an existing
implementation: like in Rapide [9], it is just a placeholder for an actual module. In the
second case, the composition of several mutually interacting instances is hidden behind
the declared interface. From the outside, there is no difference with a primitive component;
then, it can be composed itself, shaping the typical component hierarchy.
In PiLar, a component definition has four parts, none of them strictly mandatory:
interfaces, configurations, reifications and constraints. The third part defines the reflective
structure, and so we will not deal with it here. The fourth provides the rules comprising
dynamism, and will be explained in the next section. The structure of such a declaration is
sketched in Fig. 3.
An interface is an aggregation of ports, which are in turn defined as the component’s
interaction points. A component may have one or more interfaces, composed in parallel. A
configuration defines a composite component. It consists of a set of component instances,
interacting through bindings or attachments, defining an encapsulated subsystem.
12 This is just terminology, provided with the purpose to avoid confusion. The neologism was first introduced
in [24] and does not imply anything new about a component type. There is no direct relationship with Bernardo’s
architectural types [19]: even when our composite archtypes play the same role in an architecture, the purpose of
Bernardo’s definition is entirely different.
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There are four kinds of instance declarations in PiLar, namely typed instances,
arrays of instances, parameterized components and reified types. The first is the most basic
case: it defines a single instance of an archtype. The second is the usual array declara-
tion of an indexed set of instances. Parameterized components support for the definition
of generic abstractions, by providing optional arguments enclosed in angle brackets. Fi-
nally, reified types refers to the use of types as instances in the meta-level, as commented
above.
As we have already said, PiLar does not define connectors. On the other side, there are
three kinds of bindings in PiLar, namely links, and hierarchic and typed bindings. They
are very closely related. Links are just single attachments, describing a direct connection
(communication) between two ports at the same level. Hierarchic bindings are nearly iden-
tical: they export a port by connecting it to an external port in the container. Both of them
can be named and use the equals (=) sign to denote an attachment.
Typed bindings are meant to provide multiple, complex connections. Their types are
declared just like primitive components, then their interface can include more than two
ports. Combined with reification, they give birth to the already mentioned concept of meta-
level connectors.
5.2. Interaction and dynamic concerns
Behaviour in PiLar is provided by a number of rules, using the dynamic fragment
of the language, which are scattered throughout component definitions in the constraint
section. Those rules must be understood then as being situated in a certain structural skel-
eton, to ensure some properties and react to several situations. They are defined as a set of
process definitions, which combine to provide the intended behaviour.
Table 1 summarizes the most important constructors, operators, actions and functions
in PiLar’s dynamic fragment. It includes almost all of the language, with only minor
exceptions. The first column presents the usual, ADL-like syntax for each operand, which
is intended for general use; the second one shows an equivalent symbolic notation, which
allows for a more compact expression for the rules, akin to that of “pure” process alge-
bra. Finally, the third one tries to briefly explain the overall meaning and use for each
term.
When the central column is marked with a dash (–), the symbolic notation is exactly the
same as in the “programming” syntax. Maybe this could make uncomfortable the use of
some constructors, particularly conditionals and loops, but those are indeed already present
in the process algebra tradition, and this is no doubt the clearest option.
The table is divided in eight groups; we are not going to discuss each one of them in
detail here, but we will briefly comment the role they play in the composition of a rule or
constraint. The rest of the details are not discussed for the sake of brevity; we refer the
reader to the table itself, which provides a short description for every command in these
groups.
The first group joins the basic constructors: sequential and parallel composition and
non-deterministic––but maybe prefixed––choice. Their meaning is exactly the same one
that in any standard process algebra. The second group lists the remaining constructors.
Several of them are normal programming constructs, such as the classic conditional and
loops, actually iterators over a finite set. They even have their own counterparts in the
structural fragment of PiLar. The other two are in turn quite unusual: the replication
structure is a potentially infinite spawning process, inspired in the π-calculus version; and
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Table 1
Main constructors, actions, prefixes and functions in PiLar
Operand Notation Meaning
P ; Q – Constructor: sequential composition
P | Q – Constructor: parallel composition
P |+ Q – Constructor: undeterministic choice
\if (P) (Q) – Constructor: conditional
\when recv (P) ω(p?(v))(P ) Non-destructive guard (reception)
\for var (set) (P) – Constructor: sequential loop
\loop var (set) (P) – Constructor: parallel loop
\rep (P) ∗(P ) Constructor: replication
port?(var) p?(v) Reception (input)
port!(dat) p!(d) Sending (output)
tau(var) τ(v) Silent action (but with name binding)
P<param> P 〈p〉 (Parameterized) process invocation
elem in set e ∈ S The most classic membership predicate
\card(set) |S| Cardinality (number of elements) of a set
\new(c : T ) ν(c : T ) Creation of a new entity c of type T
\del c δc Deletion (destruction) of any entity c
\alias p as q p(q) Scope extrusion of port p, possibly renamed
\hide p ∇p Hiding (encapsulation) of port p
avatar α Prefix: an avatar (instance)
self γ Prefix: the meta-component (type) itself
avatarSet(m) α(m) Set: all the avatars of meta-entity m
portSet(c) π(c) Set: all the ports of component c
bound(p) β(p) Set: all the entities bound to entity p
\reify R(c : m) ρR(c : m) Links (reifies) the avatar c to meta-entity m
\findr R(c : m) φR(c : m) Finds a reification link between c and m
\nullr R ε(R) Decides if R is not a reification link
\shift port(dat) p ↓ (d) Inserts spurious input data at a certain port
\catch port(var) p ↑ (v) Intercepts output date at a certain port
the when construct is really an action, not a structure: but it has been grouped here due to
its similarity with a conditional.
The third group are the basic actions of the language, which are of course the same than
in any process algebra. Here we have preferred to use CSP notation due to its clarity. The
only point here is the fact that the silent action (τ ) may have parameters, which is unusual.
The purpose is to provide scope binding, just like if it was a reception: this way it intends
to emulate the behaviour of an internal action. The fourth group is simply a pair of classic
predicates over sets, which are useful to provide the conditions for constructors.
The fifth group are the dynamic commands, that is, the actions which are directly related
to dynamic behaviour. Their meaning should be obvious; combined with a reflective frame-
work, they play a more important role than it could seem. For example, the deletion com-
mand can be used to destroy either a port, an instance or even a type.
The sixth group are the reflective commands. They are designed to make use of the
reflective structure, in this case by means of pure introspection. All of them must be read
from the perspective of a meta-component, that is, the archtype. So, the avatar prefix
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refers to component instances, or any of their elements. It allows to shift down one level
in the reflective tower, and can be nested as times as required. The self prefix is provided
to refer to the archtype itself, considered as an instance in the meta-level. The other three
operands are functions which return a set: the set of all the avatars of a type, all the ports
of a component, or all the entities bound in a port, instance or connector.
The seventh group is provided to manage the reflective structure itself. It enables the cre-
ation, detection and even deletion of reification links, thus making possible to dynamically
alter the structure and behaviour of any component, at any level in the reflective tower.
Finally, the last group lists some of the wrapping commands, which define a privileged
interface to alter the behaviour of ports, modifying perceived inputs and generated outputs
as necessary.
The sequential and parallel combination of these actions and commands allows for the
definition of arbitrarily complex sets of rules. At the same time, the reflective framework
provides an unprecedented flexibility, as each action can be executed over any entity, at
any meta-layer, and even the reflective structure itself can be modified. But the main point
here is that the abstract process approach makes possible for us to use the same concepts
and actions anywhere and with the same meaning, thus being the main constant while we
shift through different levels of description.
6. A summary of PiLar semantics
As we can deduce from the syntax, PiLar uses just four abstractions at the
architectural level: ports, components, connections and reifications. The latter are
directly related to the reflective structure and then we will not deal with them here. But in
this section we will try to briefly summarize the semantic encoding for each one of
them.
All those constructs are represented as π-calculus data structures, while their standard
behaviour is implemented by a number of predefined π-processes. Those processes provide
just the basic semantics for each concept; of course the behaviour of the system is inferred
from the rules in the dynamic part of the architectural description. Each rule is translated
to an equivalent π-calculus process, using the statically defined entities where necessary,
and creating all the required auxiliary subprocesses. At the end of the translation, a PiLar
description has been transformed into a set of connected data structures, managed by an
even larger set of concurrent processes. This configuration is a composite process which
emulates––or better, bisimulates––the user-defined behaviour of the architecture, including
its own dynamic evolution.
We have chosen the π-calculus––specifically, a first-order, polymorphic variant of the
π-calculus––as our semantic foundation due to its great expressive power and flexibility,
and also for the richness of its type system, which has made much easier the definition
of the required data structures. Our semantics use such constructs as a recursive pointer
to a data structure, which is used to send itself through a channel in a recursive repli-
cation scheme. Probably π-calculus is the only process algebra in which we could have
freely managed such an entity. As we said previously, we do not think that π-calculus
is the adequate formalism for an architectural description at the syntactic level; but we
cannot think of a better support at the semantic level. Moreover, the similarity between the
CCS-inspired syntax of PiLar and the π-calculus makes the translation of the dynamic
constraints particularly easy.
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Fig. 4. Self-replicating structure process definition.
A complete description of the semantics is out of the scope of this article; but we will
try to give a brief explanation for the data structures in the formal specification, stating
why this particular structure has been chosen.
The first we should say about all those elements is that they have a unique name, an iden-
tifier. That is a natural consequence of writing the specification in the π-calculus, where
everything is a name: but it is anyway necessary, because those concepts are intertwinned
and every one of them has to refer to the rest. In a π-calculus specification, such a name is
usually the input channel of a replication scheme, which provides a fresh copy of the data
structure every time it is accessed. This is, in fact, a standard idea while encoding objects in
the π-calculus [21]. But replication is an infinite process, so a replicated process can never
be destroyed. Instead of it, the semantics use the polymorphic recursive process RepSelf,
included in Fig. 4, which recursively emulates a replication but can also terminate.
The data structure implementing any element includes also its own name. This way,
there is a permanent link between the name and the structure, which guarantees we can
always find the primary reference for the process, something not obvious in a name-passing
calculus. So, every structure in the semantics is not only self-replicating, but also recursive.
A port is at first conceived as a pair of input-output channels; but in PiLar we have
to distinguish also between the moment before and after the interaction, as the language
provides several ways to intercept the communication. This means that the port has to
define an external interface, to deal with the component’s context, and an internal interface,
to talk to the component itself. So the structure has now at least two pairs of channels; but
it continues growing. We provide details of the whole structure in Section 6.1.
A component means, at first, an instance. The structure of an archtype is used as the
template to create this instance, which is both composed of a process, which is a transla-
tion of the dynamic constraint, and the channels it manages. In a static ADL, this would
be enough: but PiLar is a dynamic language, and this means that the structure of the
system––a component itself––can freely evolve. So the semantics need again an explicit
representation for the component’s structure: basically, the set of elements composing it.
This set is really a record of (initially) three lists: the list of ports comprising the interface,
the list of subcomponents in the configuration, and the list of connections between them.
All of them are of variable size, and can be dynamically modified. Of course, the final
version, after the insertion of reflection, is even more complex; but this will suffice us here.
Finally, a connection is just like a primitive component, as it is a process with an inter-
face and a certain behaviour. In fact, their structure is quite similar: the main difference
is that we must create the ports of an interface when instantiating a component; but when
creating a connection, the ports in the external interface exist already, so we must just bind
them.
What we have told here is just the first half of the story, as it just describes the basic
(initial) semantic framework. We were just concerned with that, cause this is the part which
“implements” the abstract process approach, and that is our main reason to comment the
semantics here. But then we have to consider reification; and that is not just another struc-
ture, because this requires us to consider the whole reflective framework. The concept of
reflection affects every single part of the system, and then this has consequences through
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all the semantic definition. We will only say that some implicit concepts, such as archtypes,
must be made explicit now, as they have reflective behaviour.
The semantic reflective framework is based on the hypothesis that we can safely manage
reflection––in particular switching of abstraction levels––in a concurrent environment, and
specifically in the context of architecture, by using the concept of superimposition. Though
this is not an entirely new idea, it is not self-evident either, and probably it requires further
explanation.
The basic idea is quite simple: we are considering reflection in the context of archi-
tecture as a privileged interface between components, which are themselves described as
concurrent, closed processes. So when a component reifies another, what we actually have
is a process able to access the internal states of another, and also to affect the behaviour of
both. This situation is analogous to a superimposure [25], in which the reifier component
acts as the superimposition (or superimposed process). This said, the similarity between the
superimposition layers in a specification and the several meta-levels in a reflective system
should be significant enough.
There are of course several differences, mostly in the approach and scope of both con-
cepts. However, a more detailed exposition would be quite long itself: it would require to
precisely define not only which part of reflection and which concrete notion of superimpo-
sition we are talking about, but also the way we simulate superimposition in the π-calculus,
by means of name-passing and data structures. 13 This is mostly off-topic, as it describes a
particular detail of the semantics which has little to do with the abstract process approach.
So for the remainder of the article we will simply assume that the hypothesis has been
strong and useful enough to help us to define this part of the semantics, and we will avoid
any further mention of it.
6.1. Exhibit: semantics of a PiLar port
To give a most accurate impression of the look of those semantic data structures, we
provide here a more detailed account of the translation for a PiLar port. We have chosen
this particular element for two reasons: first, it has the simplest and more stable structure;
and second, it is easier to understand as it is the one who is closer to the syntax.
We provide a graphical representation for the port in Fig. 5. This corresponds roughly
to its formal π-calculus semantics, which are provided in Appendix B. The picture tries
not only to show the data structure, but also to give an impression of the intended meaning
for each one of the fields. The whole port is symbolized by the big circle, and the squares
around it are the channels which actually comprise the data structure. The direction of
different interactions is indicated by arrows. The central black circle stands for the port
process itself, and is accessed by the replicating channel and the death signal. The small
circle stands for an internal memory cell––that is, a process––, and the oval symbolizes an
additional list of pointers to bounded components.
We should note that this is the final representation for a port, after introducing reflective
concerns. Anyway, in this case there is no much difference.
13 It should be understood that we are not stating that superimposition and reflection describe the same rela-
tionship. What we are saying is just that we can define a reflective architecture if we are able to superimpose
components within it. Full reflection would make us able to alter the specification of a reflected component, while
superimposition would not. But here we do not need to alter a component’s definition, just the structure and
behaviour of the composite enclosing it.












Fig. 5. Graphical representation for a port semantics.
The data structure is just a “record” composed of eleven channels of different kinds.
Eight of them are grouped forming four pairs, while the other three remain alone. The
behaviour is defined by a set of auxiliary processes; those are the ones to really provide
the channels with their intended meaning. The behaviour and roles of these channels are
quickly summarized in the following:
External interface (OI, OO). This pair is used to interact with the component’s external con-
text. The first channel receives external input, and the second provides the component’s
output.
Internal interface (II, IO). That is the internal equivalent. It is used for the port to commu-
nicate with the component’s internal processes. The first channel provides them with
the input received in the port, and the second receives the data to be output.
Memory interface (WI, WO). The when action in the syntax is able to read input data
without deleting it; to be able to do so, the port must “remember” these data in an
internal memory cell process. These channels provide respectively non-destructive and
destructive access to this cell.
Privileged interface (MI, MO). The syntax also includes special commands (shift, catch)
to “intercept” the interactions of a port. Those channels implement these commands:
the first one modifies the contents of the cell, and the second captures an intended
output before it gets outside.
List of bounded (B). This provides a pointer to an internal list of the components bounded
by this port. This is just meta-information provided for the sake of the bound command
in the syntax.
Death signal (D). It is a pure synchronization. When it is received, the port process “dies”
and all subprocesses are terminated.
Self-replication (S). The “recursive” pointer mentioned before, which serves also as a
unique identifier for the port.
This description intends just to give an idea of what is the behaviour of this structure.
We refer again to Appendix B for a more accurate account, using a formal language.
6.2. Note about architectural analysis in PiLar
There are at least two important reasons to describe architectures by means of a specific
language: to achieve precision and the capability of analysis. The first has much to do with
the fact that most architecture descriptions are made by means of informal box-and-line
diagrams. In the best case, general-purpose languages, such as the UML, are used instead;
but as those were designed with other concerns in mind, they are mostly unfit for our
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purposes. Even today, the UML still lacks a specific diagram to describe architectures. 14
Then, the use of a specific ADL is almost the only way to avoid ambiguity. This empha-
sis on precision is also one of the reasons why most of those ADLs have strong formal
foundations, and even a closely related syntax.
The second reason is to be able to check the correctness of the description. When we
have formal semantics, the main notions in the language and the specification of their
behaviour may be translated to a set of definitions in some formal language. Depending on
the nature of this formalism, this translation could be amenable for automatic verification.
When this is the case, we are able to deduce several properties of the original architecture.
The most basic of them is consistency; others include safety, liveness or even efficiency.
This is known as architectural analysis.
Every important ADL has some kind of automated support, if not for analysis, at least
for simulation. This applies also to the four canonical approaches we studied in Section 2,
as we will see in the following.
In Wright, this support is based in CSP model checking. We are able at least to verify
some of the basic properties for concurrent specifications, such as deadlock freedom or the
absence of race conditions. A similar support is provided by PADL: but as their foundations
are more detailed and the underlying algebra is simpler, it gets even further, being able to
efficiently detect almost any kind of architectural mismatch. Moreover, using Æmilia we
are even able to define performance measures.
The original Darwin had a very complete toolset for distributed code generation, named
Regis; but it did not provide any kind of automatic support for architectural analysis, prob-
ably due to the difficulty of basing them on the π-calculus semantics. In the FSP-based
version, a complete and efficient toolset exists; it is based in compositional reachability
analysis, and is able to check the model against temporal properties. In LEDA, verification
is also limited by the nature of the π-calculus; but a semi-automatic interface is provided
to check partial descriptions with the Mobility Workbench. The language provides also the
means to animate specifications using Java-generated code.
These languages have of course a long history. PiLar is a recent ADL, and the associ-
ated toolset is still quite sketchy. Several pre-compilers exist; we use them to check several
aspects, and also to build a partial translation to the PICT programming language [27]. In
the end, this will make possible for us to check that the specification has a correct typing.
The case of ports is more complex, as they use a dynamic type: but there are already
dialects of PICT able to deal with this [28].
We are also developing a simulation tool, which in this case will be based in the untyped
π-calculus; of course this does not provide the support for analysis, but it will reach at
least the standards of other proposals founded in the π-calculus, particularly LEDA and the
scripting language Piccola.
The worst thing about complex semantics is that they make automatic verification much
more difficult. But this is even worse when you use a reflective approach, particularly when
reflection is achieved by means of name-passing. Just consider that a reflective system
could be specifically designed to be inconsistent. We need not even to refer to Gödel-like
constructions.
Probably PiLar would never reach the standards of automatic verification provided
by those ADLs founded in finite-state algebras such as Wright or PADL. There are two
14 Supposedly, collaborations, together with component and deployment diagrams should play this role. But
these are not enough, as shown for the many existing proposals to extend the notation to cover architecture [26].
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reasons for this: our π-calculus foundations and the complexity of our reflective semantics.
Anyway, this is the price to pay when we design a language to be able to describe complex
dynamic architectures, mixing several levels of abstraction.
Though it is quite obvious, we should note anyway that these conflicts about automatic
verification are much deeper than the simple comparison between (process-
algebraic) ADLs. We have seen that analysis capabilities in Wright, PADL or the “behavio-
ural” Darwin are much greater than those of LEDA, PiLar or the “original” Darwin. But
of course it is not a coincidence that the former ones are based on finite-state process alge-
bras, 15 while the latter are based on infinite-state processes as defined by the π-calculus.
Indeed, the differences in analysis capabilities––as well as in expressive power––between
these languages are directly related to the different support for automatic verification in the
corresponding underlying algebras.
7. A short example
In this section, we introduce a quite simple, even conventional example of architecture
description in our language. We have a dual purpose in doing so, namely, to give a first
impression of the look of a PiLar specification; and also to show that the “abstract pro-
cess” approach we advocate here provides actually an easier way to conceive architecture
descriptions, and then improves the usability and applicability of any ADL which could
use it.
This example is a classic case study in architecture description; it has been used several
times with different ADLs, thus serving as a good basis to compare the complexity of a
basic PiLar specification, using our approach, with those using other conceptions. Of
course, it is just an example. To have a fair comparison, a number of several other––and
possibly larger––descriptions should be examined.
We have said that PiLar is a dynamic ADL. Indeed, dynamism is the main reason
why we have provided it with reflective features. But the abstract process approach does
not depend on reflection or dynamism; and thus an example dealing only with static archi-
tecture would be not only simpler, but even more adequate and enlightening. Certainly,
some of the most important differences between PiLar and other ADLs would be more
apparent in a dynamic example. But then several concerns––and not only the abstract pro-
cess approach––would have to be examined at the same time, and the comparison would
have been much more difficult.
The example is the one known as the Gas Station system. It was originally conceived
by Hembold and Luckham in the context of Ada, and was reintroduced and adapted to
the software architecture domain by the work of Naumovich et al. [22]. They describe the
architecture of the example using Wright, with the purpose to show the advantages of a
formal CSP specification of component interactions. This will make possible not only to
check a number of system properties, but also to detect and correct unexpected situations,
due to race conditions between concurrent processes. To do so, they describe three differ-
ent versions of the system. Fig. 6 depicts the structure of the last one, which is the most
complex and the one with better properties.
15 Wright uses CSP, which is a value-passing algebra. But values are used within the language mostly in a
symbolic way, so that they do not compromise finiteness. Then, we can say that this ADL uses just finite-state
processes too.
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Fig. 6. Depiction of Naumovich’s Gas Station architecture, inspired on [22].
This system is an almost canonical example of a Wright description, and serves both to
show the virtues and problems of the language. The size and complexity of the description
make it serve as a good sample for a fair comparison with the abstract process approach,
and show how PiLar achieves a similar description using a much more economical set-
ting. Apart from this, the example has been also used to expose the behavioural view of
Darwin, in a modified presentation by Magee et al. [8] which has inspired our own. So, by
choosing this example we can simultaneously compare both approaches to ours.
The picture is then the graphic representation of a Wright description. Every square is
a component, every circle is a connector, and every rectangle is a port: all of these are
independent CSP processes. Attachments are represented by means of arrows.
The system describes the overall structure and behaviour of a self-service gas station,
conceived as a static architecture. This means that what is being described it is a cer-
tain situation at a given moment within the gas station, that is, a particular configuration.
Specifically, the original setting of Naumovich describes the system as consisting of four
elements: two Customers, a gas Pump (with two plugs) and a Cashier. Every Customer
connects both to the Pump and to the Cashier, using each time a different port. It is a
prepay system: the Customer pays a certain amount of money to the Cashier, and then the
Pump delivers the corresponding quantity of fuel to the Customer’s car. To simplify things,
we can assume some safety conditions; for example, there is always enough fuel in the
pump, and the payment is always exact––the Cashier is not required to be able to return
any change.
In Naumovich’s version, the system is small and strongly constrained. But even then
the description requires four Wright components, 5 connectors and 20 attachments between
them. Every involved port, role, component and connector requires also its own CSP
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Fig. 7. Depiction of Magee’s Gas Station architecture, inspired on [8].
specification. This gives a total of 18 definitions, resulting in 29 processes. We could agree
that this seems excessive for only two customers.
Magee’s version [8] generalizes the example to the case of N customers and thus is
much more interesting. The structure of this specification is depicted in Fig. 7. As we
can see, now the Gas Station has a N-sized portal where all Customers are bound. This
portal connects then to another N-sized portal in a Cashier component, which is where the
customers must pay. Now there are several independent Pumps, instead of only one. When
the Cashier gets paid, it activates one of those Pumps. Then a Deliver component, which
has also another N-sized portal in which Customers are already bound, gets in charge of
delivering the correct amount of gas to the right Customer.
This is Darwin: so there are no connectors, and everything’s a component. But this
specification is rather strange. For a start, the process is now almost distributed instead of
centralized. But there is still just one Cashier, which continues to act as a central compo-
nent. The Cashier is also situated between Customers and Pumps, to avoid any kind of free
interaction between them. This obviously creates a bottleneck, in which the connection
with the Customer which has just paid is lost. To solve it the description has to introduce
the Deliver component, which must also connect to the same point. This component is the
strangest piece of the description. As we will see, the problem is that it is not really an
architectural component, but an intermediate process which is necessary to guarantee a
correct operation of the behavioural view.
The model is of course interesting as a case study for concurrent programming; but in
the Darwin version––which is better than the first one––, it has a rather unrealistic inter-
pretation: all the Customers connect their tanks to the same plug, and the system could
activate several Pumps in parallel, but the gas must “find its own way” within the system,
so that it is finally received by the right Customer, the one who paid for it. In short, that is
like if a hose “flied” from the pump to the right car tank, guided by the gas itself.
The problem is that all customers are attached to the same portal, using it both to send
money and receive fuel. That is why the deliver component is required, to drive the gas
to the correct customer; without it, all customers are reading in the same place, and this
causes a concurrent conflict. So the deliver component is acting really as a connector.
But this is still unadequate, as it is not this component which solves the problem, but
the corresponding process. The architecture, which should take care of connections, just
describes a confuse topology; and the actual responsible for driving the fuel to the correct
destination is just the dynamic evolution of the process and the management it makes of
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Fig. 8. The classic (and static) Gas Station example.
certain parameters. This is obviously violating the architectural abstraction, and in the end
this shows that the example has the same problem that our naïve specification in Fig. 1.
There, a process proved to be a bad description for an architecture; here an architecture
proves to be a bad description for a process.
This Darwin specification was introduced with the purpose of showing the advantages
of the provided reachability analysis tool. This test indeed detects the above conflict: but
this conflict was just caused because the architectural description was not situated at the
right abstraction level.
We provide our own version of the example in Fig. 8. Our setting is quite similar to
Magee’s one, except that we have decided to make it totally distributed, and so the cen-
tralized cashier has disappeared. Instead of it, each pump has a charge interface where the
customer must pay for the fuel. At the same time, the customers connect directly to the
pumps, thus avoiding the need for the deliver component, which also disappears. But this
is not a really a change, cause what we are doing here is to recover a detail of Naumovich’s
version. The only difference is that we do not use connectors.
The specification itself is quite easy to read: the Gas Station is a parameterized com-
posite component describing a configuration of N Customers and N Pumps. In the static
version, we will simply assume that there is the same number of customers and pumps.
Both the Customer and the Pump have two ports: one to get the fuel and other to pay for
it. Each Customer connects to a Pump, simultaneously attaching to these two ports.
A pair of simple constraints define the behaviour. The Customer pays some money
and waits for the gas. The Pump first waits for some money. When it is received, an
internal process––thus the tau, which of course could be omitted––decides the amount of
fuel which corresponds to this money, and sends it on the pump port. The combination is
obvious.
We can easily see the abstract process approach here. Both Customer and Pump are
architectural components, but in the constraint we can use the same syntax as if they were
process. So, the rule can simply send a datum on a certain port, just as if it was a channel.
Meanwhile, the semantics guarantee that architectural elements have the expected behav-
iour, and nobody violates neither encapsulation nor interaction rules.
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7.1. Comparison between these approaches
To do a similar operation in Wright, the computation process should order the port
process to send the datum in one of its own private channels. This would be received by the
role process of a connector, and so on. In pure Darwin, we cannot describe such behaviour,
and in the “behavioural” Darwin, we have already seen the structure of the specification.
In PADL the definition would be quite similar to ours; but the behaviour will happen at
the abstraction level of a process. Anyway, the underlying algebra PA does not support
value-passing communication. Finally, we could reach a similar abstraction in LEDA: but
there we would use a process in the π-calculus style, so we will have just one port, through
which we would send both the money and a return channel where gas should be eventually
received.
Incidentally, our approach not only avoids the two bottlenecks in the Darwin version,
without the need to resort to the reachability analysis: but it also fulfills the consistency
properties checked in Naumovich’s work. The race conditions detected in [22] are easily
avoided, without the need to change the description at all. We must acknowledge that prob-
ably the merit for these is not just in the language, but also in a simpler architectural design.
But this was unavoidable: Naumovich’s version was too restrictive, and in the abstract
process approach we could not have something like the Deliver component of Magee’s
version.
The problem with Darwin’s version was the opposite one to Wright’s version. In the
latter, the need to have exactly one connector for each connection caused an excessive
stiffness. In the former, the multiplicity in Darwin portals provides a great flexibility, but
the connection scheme of the system is not enough to guarantee the right interaction. We
should note that this supposes a problem just in Darwin’s behavioural view; in the structural
view the patterns of communication given by the π-calculus semantics of provide-require
pairs could be used to avoid this problem.
That is why we have rebuilt the structure of the system, trying to avoid the problems in
both versions right at the architecture level. Magee’s version has the additional detail of
having a different number of customers and pumps, but again the conflict was just consid-
ered in the behavioural view. An adequate, architectural approach to this problem implies
some sort of topology change, so for us that is really an example of dynamic architecture.
We deal with this kind of system in the example of Fig. 9.
We should mention that both Wright and Darwin could also describe the same architec-
ture as us––both of them can use arrays the way we have done––; the difference appears
when we are specifying the behaviour of the system. In PiLar just two short constraints
are required; the size of an analogous Wright specification would possibly be even larger
than now. However, a Darwin version would be probably simpler, and closer to ours.
The description in Fig. 8 uses the ADL-like syntax. But in this case, the translation of the
existing constraints to the symbolic notation is completely trivial. Of course, usual scope
rules of a process algebra still apply: there is no need for the variables money and fuel to
have the same name in both components; we have named them so just for clarity, but the
actual binding is done where it should, that is, in the connections.
When not considering dynamism, it could look like the key difference between Wright’s
approach and ours is the lack of connectors. Due to their central role in any ADL, one could
even think that the removal of connectors was one of our design goals. That is not true, quite
the opposite: we think that the concept of connector is maybe the greatest achievement in
the Software Architecture discipline, as its emphasis on interaction is critical to obtain
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Fig. 9. A dynamic variant for the Gas Station system.
useful architecture descriptions. But we do disagree with the current use of the concept.
Though we agree on the need to be able to specify interaction protocols, we do not think
that it is really necessary to describe them at the same abstraction level as the behaviour of
components. At the base level, they should be implicit, just like the internals of a procedure
call are from the procedure’s perspective.
To be consistent with our “abstract process” approach, connectors should be implicit at
the base-level. Thus our approach is the reason why we have removed first-class connectors
from the ADL, 16 not the other way around.
But PiLar does have connectors, though not the classical ones. First, it has a connect-
ing element, the connection; otherwise, it could not be counted as an ADL [3]. And second,
connections can be reified, then achieving a more complex description and resulting in a
true meta-level connector. Both in Wright and Darwin versions of the example, some of
the problems detected by analysis are located at connectors––we could say that in Darwin
version, the deliver process is actually playing this role––. But of course the problem is
not the concept of connector, but the way you use it. PiLar connections are equivalent
to connectors at the semantic level: but both ports and simple bindings (links) have been
designed to avoid these kind of problems. This is not enough to describe unusual or com-
plex interaction patterns, but then the capability to define meta-level connectors makes us
possible to recover the flexibility of the original notion.
16 Actually, we are not strictly removing first-class connectors. Rather, we provide a default connector for
the most basic connections, and let PiLar’s typed bindings play the same role as classic connectors. Even the
syntax is quite similar; but the real difference is that now behaviour is described at the meta-level. Bindings are
typed because they are reified by some meta-component. In short, we do not need first-class connectors, because
we have made first-class the meta-level itself.
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7.2. Brief comment about a dynamic variant
Obviously, the Gas Station system did not show any dynamic behaviour––apart from
strict communication––and thus it is not a good example to highlight the dynamic capabil-
ities of the PiLar language, much less the reflective ones. In fact we have also described
a dynamic variant, just to give an impression of how PiLar can deal with this kind of
system. But of course this is a very simple architecture, and it shows a limited degree
of dynamism. We have provided some more complex examples in previous work such as
[5,6], but we have yet to provide a complete description of PiLar’s dynamic possibilities.
The overall architecture is just the same we have described in Fig. 8, with the same inter-
faces and components, just substituting the GasStation component for a dynamic version
of itself (DynGasStation). Actually, there is only one difference: now we do not suppose
that there is the same number of customers and pumps, so we cannot create the bindings
using a loop in the static part of the component, as before, except for initialization purposes.
Instead of that, all the logic necessary to dynamically bind the instances is specified as a
constraint of this component.
Dynamic behaviour in this second version is given by the constraint. It is reasonably
complex, but still easy to understand. It first uses a reflective command (avatarSet) to
obtain the set of Customers; then the process iterates over the set, looking for a Customer
which still has not connected to a Pump. Once this Customer has been found, the process
iterates (in parallel) over the set of Pumps, doing a similar search; and when a free Pump
is found, the Customer gets connected to it.
This is an example of the most simple kind of dynamism: the change of topology which
is achieved by reconfiguration of connectors. There is not much difference with a static
version yet. Anyway, dynamism is not the main concern of the article, so we will not give
any more details here about it.
8. Conclusion and future work
During this article we have exposed the similarities between concepts in process algebra
and software architecture, trying to find the right balance between them. After examining
the most significant proposals, we have found that none of them achieves this completely.
Then we have defined an informal notion of abstract process, which refers to the way an
algebraic definition must be used within the context of a software architecture description.
After a time using this concept, we do believe it is indeed useful. It follows the intuition
in both fields, and so it is very easy to use. The architect must simply compose components
at the architectural level, but he can still deal with them as if they were pure processes
when writing a behavioural specification. The underlying semantics avoid the problems of
current low-level approaches, while at the same time provide an interface which enables to
interact with architectural elements at a high level.
We do not intend to claim that this is a completely original approach. Actually, it is
implicit in any of the existing attempts to define algebraic ADLs; but none of them has come
up to make this particular proposal. Wright tried to define a common level of abstraction,
which was lowered by PADL and risen by LEDA; Darwin defines some powerful semantics,
but neglects to combine them with a process definition. None of them has tried before to
provide a semantic definition which provides a high-level version of the usual process
algebra, such that architectural abstractions can be directly used as processes. Probably
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similar ideas have appeared in other fields: as far as we know, this is the first time such a
proposal appears in this context.
The PiLar language is provided here just as an example for the use of this notion.
This makes it an interesting ADL, as this causes it to be especially easy to use; but there
are two more reasons which make it particularly relevant on its own. The first one has to
deal with dynamic architecture. As discussed in [24], PiLar seems to be able to emulate
the expressive power of any other existing dynamic ADL; and probably it could get even
further. A complete study of PiLar dynamic capabilities is still required.
The second one has to do with the reflective framework. Though it was introduced to
provide the basis for a dynamic language, this is not the only capability that reflection
can provide the language. The language is such that reification links can be freely created,
destroyed and managed. Those reifications can change the structure or behaviour of an
entity, or both. A single avatar can be reified by several meta-components, and this can be
done progressive or simultaneously. This defines PiLar as an evolving language, which
will be able to adapt to almost any new architectural element or approach. Reflection has
already been used to introduce wrappers in the language. It could also be used to integrate
different architectural viewpoints, maybe with some resemblance to aspect-orientation.
We should briefly note also that in PiLar there is an intimate, but unintended, rela-
tionship between the reflective framework and the abstract process approach. The latter
suggests that a process should always been used like a basic process, no matter the abstrac-
tion level in which it is located. At the same time the former provides the tools to shift
through different description levels. So they complement each other in providing a stable
language, able to adapt to any situation, and which is easy to use anywhere it is required.
In the future, we will continue exploring the possibilities of the PiLar language, and in
particular the relationship with aspect-orientation, and the many possibilities of the notion
of meta-level connector.
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Appendix A. About the underlying -calculus
In order to specify PiLar semantics, a certain dialect of the typed π-calculus has been
used. To be precise, it is a polymorphic, first-order polyadic, synchronous π-calculus with
recursive types and records. Using the terminology by Sangiorgi and Walker [21], this
would be a system π%,×,⊕,µ,∃. More easily, we could say it is Turner’s polymorphic π-
calculus [29] with some minor syntactic extensions. We also add a dynamic type Dyn to
this calculus, in the spirit of Abadi [30], in order to accommodate any possible high-level
typing at ports.
That is, basically, the same calculus and type system which supports the definition of
the PICT programming language [27] or, even better, the Nomadic dialect by Sewell and
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co-workers [28], which provides also a dynamic type, playing a similar role to ours, but in
the context of mobile agents. We could even say that we have been using PICT itself as our
basic calculus, but not as a programming language. We have carefully avoided the use of
those particular functional features it introduces in the ML tradition, in order to maintain
the spirit of a pure π-calculus specification. For the same reason, we have only used small
fragments of the function library: the major exception being event channels, which were
necessary to re-implement the choice constructor.
More than that, we have checked our specification against PICT type system and proven
it correct. There has been just a minor difference: our types for components and connectors
are mutually recursive, and existing PICT compilers do not support this. Anyway, this has
been previously noted as an implementation problem, not a feature: the underlying calculus
does not show this kind of limitation. Apart from this, we have made extensive use of
polymorphism and recursion, but neither I/O types nor related subtyping mechanisms have
been necessary.
As we have said, our dialect of the π-calculus includes some syntactic sugar, but it
is fairly standard. In summary, we add derived operators for conditional and sequential
composition, in the spirit of CCS; several primitive data types, such as bools, integers and
strings; and some usual abstract data types, namely pairs of channels, records, lists and
named lists. The latter ones are based on Turner’s encoding of lists in the π-calculus,
which is both polymorphic and recursive [29]. To be able to use named lists, we prefer
to provide our own implementation; but we use too, as PICT does, the same syntax and
meaning as classic LISP lists.
The semantics of PiLar use frequently pairs of channels. For this reason, we have
included an abstract data type to manage them (TPar) within our version of the calculus.
That is maybe the most apparent feature of the dialect, but actually it is just syntactic sugar.
It consists of a two-field record, in which the first element is labelled as i and the second as
o, standing for “input” and “output”, respectively. Those two elements can be accessed the
usual way, but also using subscripts, such that the expression pi refers to the first one (p†i),
and po to the second (p†o). We can optionally mark a name or variable with a circumflex
(v̂ar), to make explicit it contains such a pair. Finally, the literal expression [a, b] stands
for a pair constructor, avoiding the necessity to apply the usual record “field assignment”
notation.
Appendix B. Port semantics in the -calculus
Just for completeness, in this appendix we include the formal specification of the seman-
tics of a PiLar port using the above commented version of the π-calculus. This formulae
describe exactly the same structure depicted in Fig. 5, and their meaning is also the same
explained there.
Of course, there are a lot of details in this definition which cannot be covered here; those
guarantee the consistency of this specification with the rest of the semantic framework,
and thus some of them depend on the definitions given for the remaining concepts of the
language. For instance, even the port, which is by far the simplest object in PiLar, has
some knowledge about the components connected to it; for this reason, the port structure
includes a related field (†B). To give a complete explanation of this point, we should not
only know the List type and detail the component semantics, but also understand how it is
affected by the behaviour of connections.
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The semantics of a port consist of the following basic definition and a number of other
supporting processes:
Port(p) (v ii, io, oi, oo,wi,wo, sh, ct, bp, kill, me, k1, k2)
(bp〈(nil)〉.0|kill.k1.k2.0
|me(p1).p¯〈p1〉.0
|RepSelf〈me, (†I ≺ [ii, io], †O ≺ [oi, oo],
†W ≺ [wi,wo], †M ≺ [sh, ct],
†D ≺ kill, †B ≺ bp,
†S ≺ me), k1〉
|BehPort〈[ii, io], [oi, oo], [wi,wo], [sh, ct], k2〉
)
Our notation is fairly standard, and it has only minor deviations from usual π-calculus
dialects. We will deal here with just three of them. The most striking one is perhaps the
notation for records: instead of the typical notation––a sequence of comma-separated attri-
bute-value pairs––, we mark each field name with a dagger symbol (†) and bind the values
with a stylized arrow (≺). We do this to avoid the use of the identity symbol (=), which
plays a different role in our calculus. But that is just notation: the meaning is standard.
The other two differences are the (already known) notation for pairs, which would be
more apparent in remaining subprocesses, and the notation for lists, indicated here by the
function (nil), which creates a void list.
As may be seen, this part of the definition is just building a data structure. Thirteen fresh
names are created, and eleven of them are arranged in a seven-field record, which will be
the semantic equivalent of a port. This record is sent through the channel me, which is also
contained in it, to a RepSelf process, thus ensuring self-replication and preservation of the
record. In parallel, there is a reading on the same channel me, which captures the first copy
of the record; this copy is sent through the response channel p to the process invoking
the port creation. The four pairs in the record are sent to and managed by the subprocess
BehPort, which gathers the behaviour of the port. And the two remaining parallel threads
are simply the initialization of the list pointer bp and the reception of the “death signal”
kill, which in turn sends the necessary termination signals for living subprocesses.
In summary, all of this was just “book-keeping” for the management of the data struc-
ture. The real behaviour of a port is expressed in the definition of the process BehPort,
which in turn defines several subprocesses.
BehPort(ιˆ, oˆ, wˆ, mˆ, die) (v, d1, d2)(die.d1.d2.0|
OutPort〈ιˆ, oˆ, mˆ, d2〉|InPort〈ιˆ, oˆ, wˆ, mˆ, d1〉)
OutPort(ιˆ, oˆ, mˆ, die) io(x).oo〈x〉.OutPort〈ιˆ, oˆ, mˆ, die〉
+mo(r).io(x).r¯〈x〉.OutPort〈ιˆ, oˆ, mˆ, die〉
+ die.0
InPort(ιˆ, oˆ, wˆ, mˆ, die) io(x)CellPort〈ιˆ, oˆ, wˆ, mˆ, die, x〉
+mi(z).CellPort〈ιˆ, oˆ, wˆ, mˆ, die, z〉
+ die.0
CellPort(ιˆ, oˆ, wˆ, mˆ, die, x)wi(r).r¯〈x〉.CellPort〈ιˆ, oˆ, wˆ, mˆ, die, x〉
+wo(r).r¯〈x〉.InPort〈ιˆ, oˆ, wˆ, mˆ, die〉
+mi(z).CellPort〈ιˆ, oˆ, wˆ, mˆ, die, z〉
+ die.0
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Except for the use of pairs, all those definitions are standard π-calculus and do not
require much explanation as they are completely straightforward. The main process just
defines two parallel subprocesses, one to manage the component’s external interaction
(OutPort) and the other to manage internal interactions (InPort); it also deals with their
termination signals.
The first subprocess is simply a recursive choice: it either receives a message from inside
and outputs it outside, or receives a private channel from the privileged interface and sends
there the message, thus intercepting the intended output. The second subprocess does the
reverse operation, but interposing a memory cell, implemented by the subprocess CellPort.
It just receives an external input, either through the normal or the privileged interface, and
sends it to the memory cell. The cell itself is a variation of a well-known idiom. The pro-
cess remembers a datum, obtained as a parameter (x). Then it receives a “return channel”
through its interface, and uses it to send this datum. Depending on the channel which was
contacted, it either continues (wi) or terminates (wo) freeing the memory. The privileged
interface (mi) provides the only way to reset the contents of the cell.
All these process definitions are typed in the polymorphic π-calculus and this typing has
proven to be consistent. However, type annotations have not been included here in order to
simplify the presentation of the semantics. Again, the type schema is fairly standard and
can be easily inferred from the process definition. In the following we provide the typing
for the global process Port, just to give a complete picture of the semantic definition.
Port : (#α, #β; ↑ (TPort αβ))
(TPortαβ) µP.(†I : (TPar αβ), †O : (TPar βα),
†W : (TPar ↑ α ↑ α), †M : (TPar α ↑ β),
†D: Sync, †B : ↑ (List ↑ TComp),
†S: ↑ P)
It is easy to see the correspondence between this type definition and the record which
is built in the first equation. We should just remember here that TComp is the (polymor-
phic) type of a PiLar component, whereas TPar stands is the already commented pair of
channels, and Sync is the type for a pure synchronization signal.
The rest uses the standard notation for the typed π-calculus, and can be read as follows.
First, the typing of Port declares it as a parameterized polymorphic process, which creates
a new PiLar port and then returns it. Greek letters stand for type variables: so this port
will be used to input α-typed data and will be able to output β-typed messages. After that,
we have the actual type definition of a port. Apart from being still polymorphic, it is also
recursive, as indicated for the µ-bound type variable. The port is then defined as a record
implementing the above commented structure: so †I is the pair of internal channels, and
†O is the converse pair of external channels. Particularly interesting are the types for the
memory-cell interface †W and the privileged interface †M , because both pairs have at least
one channel-to-channel, which is the typical type in a name-passing interaction. 17 Finally,
†B is a pointer to the list of bounded components, †D is the “death signal” with forces
self-destruction of the port, and †S is the recursive pointer in which the record refers to
itself, making self-preservation possible.
The rest of the semantics has similar––and of course more complex––definitions for
components, connections and meta-components. All of them are also defined as record
17 It is easy to see why those types are necessary in the previous process definitions. The best example is the
CellPort process, which uses r as a “return channel”.
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types, assisted by a certain number of auxiliary processes, just like this. The composition
of all these elements creates a quite complicated structure, which has all the properties
implicit in the PiLar description. But this structure is completely hidden from the soft-
ware architect: thanks to the abstract process approach, all that he needs to know is the set
of architectural abstractions that the language manages at a higher level.
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